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From the predictable reduction of a marked point process to Poisson, we derive a similar reduction 
theorem for purely discontinuous martingales to processes with independent increments. Both results 
are then used to examine the existence of stochastic integrals with respect to stable Levy processes, and 
to prove a variety of time change representations for such integrals. The Knight phenomenon, where 
possibly dependent but orthogonal processes become independent after individual time changes, emerges 
as a general principle. 
marked point processes * purely discontinuous martingales * Poisson and sample processes * Levy 
processes * stochastic integrals 
1. Introduction 
It is well known how a continuous local martingale M can be reduced to a Brownian 
motion through a suitable random time change. More precisely, assuming that 
M,, = 0, there exists some Brownian motion B (possibly defined on some extension 
of the original probability space), such that M = B 0 [M] a.s., where [M] denotes 
the quadratic variation of M. This was proved independently by Dambis (1965) and 
by Dubins and Schwarz (1965). A multivariate extension was discovered by Knight 
(1971), who proves that any set of strongly orthogonal continuous local martingales 
M’, . . , Md become independent, when time changed individually according to 
[Ml], . . . , [Md]. Alternative proofs of the latter result have been given by Meyer 
(1971) (cf. Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, p. 86), and by Cocozza and Yor (1980). 
A corresponding result for point processes was discovered independently by 
Papangelou (1972) and Meyer (1971). In this work it is shown that any simple and 
quasi-leftcontinuous point process N becomes Poisson when viewed on the time 
scale given by the compensator li! In other words, there exists in this case a standard 
Poisson process n, such that N = r 0 & a.s. Actually Meyer proves a multivariate 
version of this result, analogous to Knight’s theorem for continuous martingales. 
Again alternative approaches abound in the literature (cf., e.g., Brown and Nair, 
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1988). It is even known how the results in the continuous and discontinuous cases 
can be combined into a single theorem, where the Brownian motions and Poisson 
processes obtained through the individual time changes become independent. 
Rather surprisingly, there is even a third natural class of processes which can be 
reduced to a standard form by a suitable time change, namely the stochastic integrals 
with respect to stable Levy processes. This was first noted by Rosinski and 
Woyczynski (1986) in the case of symmetric stable processes, and independently 
by the present author in a more general case. (Though never published, the latter 
result was presented in an invited talk at the Conference on Stochastic Processes 
and their Applications in Gothenburg 1984.) 
A principal aim of the present paper is to present and discuss a whole class of 
time change and related theorems for stable integrals. We shall then take as our 
starting point the simple but useful reduction Theorem 2.1 in Kallenberg (1990), 
which generalizes all the classical time change results for continuous martingales 
and simple point processes, and where the main novelty was to allow for non- 
monotonic transformations of the time scale. In particular it was shown that, if 5 
is a quasi-leftcontinuous point process on [w, with marks in some Polish space K, 
and if T is a predictable transformation of [w, x K into some measurable space S, 
such that T carries the compensating random measure l into some non-random 
measure p on S, then the image of 5 itself under T must be Poisson with intensity 
measure p. Note that a very general version of Knight’s phenomenon is implicit 
already in this statement, since every Poisson random measure has independent 
increments. 
The main idea is now to see from the quoted result how a stochastic integration 
followed by a suitable random time change may transform the marked point process 
of jump times and sizes for the original Levy process into a Poisson process on the 
new time scale with the same distribution. This will enable us to conclude that the 
time changed integral process is again stable Levy of the appropriate type. 
Actually the second part of the argument is not entirely trivial, so we shall discuss 
that step separately in Section 2. A more general situation will then be considered, 
where an arbitrary set of purely discontinuous and quasi-leftcontinuous local mar- 
tingales are mapped by suitable predictable transformations into a centered process 
with independent increments. A treatment in this generality will yield the desired 
flexibility for subsequent applications, and at the same time might reveal the true 
nature of our main results. In particular, our discussion will clarify how the Knight 
phenomenon of independence between the various image processes is closely tied 
to the orthogonality of certain underlying martingales. 
In Section 2, it will further be shown how the basic Poisson reduction theorem 
mentioned earlier has a natural counterpart for point processes with a fixed finite 
number of points. Here the image processes under suitable predictable mappings 
are sample processes in the sense of Kallenberg (1986), i.e. empirical measures based 
on some fixed distribution /* in the image space S. The result generalizes at the 
same time the predictable mapping Theorem 4.3 for marked stopping times in 
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Kallenberg (1990), and some invariance theorems for exchangeable processes in 
Kallenberg (1988, 1989). Incidentally, several instances of the Knight phenomenon 
were first encountered in the latter paper. 
Returning to the stable processes, let us write 2 for equality in distribution, and 
recall that a Levy process X is said to be strictly p-stable if it has the scaling (or 
self-similarity) property 
cX(t) 2 X(cPt), t, c>o, (1.1) 
and weakly p-stable if the distributions in (1.1) agree only after a suitable shift, for 
each t and c. Let us further say that X is symmetric if -X 5 X, and note that X is 
symmetric p-stable (necessarily in the strict sense), iff (1.1) extends to 
cX(t) 5 X(lclPt), tzo, CE[W. (1.2) 
Basic facts about stable processes may be found (or are implicit) in the classical 
texts of Feller (1971) and Loeve (1977). In particular, it is known that only 0 < p s 2 
may occur, and that for p # 1 any weakly p-stable Levy process can be made strictly 
p-stable by a suitable centering. For p = 2 a strictly p-stable Levy process X is just 
a multiple a Brownian motion, for 1 <p < 2 it is a purely discontinuous martingale, 
and for p < 1 it is of pure jump type with locally bounded variation. Though neither 
property holds when p = 1, a l-stable Levy process is still a semimartingale with 
vanishing continuous martingale component. Finally note that, for any p < 2, the 
Levy measure of X is of the form 
v=c+u;+c_vp, (1.3) 
where v,’ and VP are the measures on [w, and iw_, respectively, with Lebesgue density 
[XI-P-‘. 
Before describing our main results in Section 4, recall from Kallenberg (1975) 
that a predictable process V is locally integrable with respect to a strictly p-stable 
Levy process X, provided that the paths of V lie locally in L”. (This condition is 
in fact also necessary.) Now assume that either V is non-negative or X is symmetric. 
As suggested by (1.1) and (1.2), the integral process Ib V dX has then the same 
distribution as X, when viewed on the time scale given by the process I: 1 VI”. More 
precisely, there exists in those cases a process X’ g X, such that a.s. 
I 
V,dX,=X’o ’ I V, I ’ ds, t 2 0. (1.4) 
For symmetric X, this is the result in Rosinski and Woyczyriski (1986). 
The statement is clearly false without the stated conditions on V or X. Thus in 
general we must treat the positive and negative components of V separately, and 
we may then conclude as in (1.4) that 
I 
V, dX, =X’o 
I 
‘(VJPds, t 3 0, 
0 
(1.5) 
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where both X’ and X” have the same distribution as X. Since V+ and V- have 
disjoint supports, we may choose the processes X’ and X” to be independent, another 
instance of the Knight phenomenon. 
An alternative representation is obtained by separating the positive and negative 
jumps of X. Thus if p f 1, 2, we may write 
X zz c’/pX+ - c’l”Xm , + , I 2 t > Q ’ > (1.6) 
where c, and c_ are the coefficients in (1.3), while Xf and X- are independent 
and strictly p-stable Levy processes with Levy measure v,‘. If even V is decomposed 
as before into Vt - V, it is clear from (1.4) that we may write 
V, dX,= Y’(c+A:+c_A;)- Y”(c+AJ+c_A:), ts0, (1.7) 
where 
ta0, (1.8) 
while the processes Y’ and Y” have the same distribution as X+. It should come 
as no surprise that, although the supports of the argument processes are no longer 
disjoint in this case, we may still choose Y’ and Y” to be mutually independent. 
The extension of the quoted results to weakly p-stable processes X is trivial as 
long as p # 1, since X, - at is then strictly stable for a suitable constant a. Thus we 
get instead of (1.5) the formula 
I 
I 
I 
I 
VdX=X’o ( V+)p - X”0 V(l-IVI”_‘), rso, 
0 0 
(1.9) 
where all integrals on the right are with respect to Lebesgue measure. For those 
integrals to exist when p < 1, we clearly need to add the requirement that the paths 
of V lie locally in 15’. 
To complete the picture, it remains to consider the case when X is weakly l-stable. 
Here the integral process j V dX turns out to exist iff V log1 VI is locally Lebesgue 
integrable (cf. Section 3), and in that case we get the representation 
I 
I 
VdX=X’o 1; V+-X’fo[; V---d lo’ Vlog,V,, ta0, (1.10) 
0 
where d = c, -c_ (which is necessarily #O). It is interesting to notice how (1.10) 
arises formally as a limiting case of (1.9), if we take a = d/(p - 1) and let p + 1. 
No special knowledge of stable distributions or point processes will be assumed 
in this paper. However, we shall often make use of standard notions and results 
from stochastic calculus and the ‘general theory of processes’, without giving detailed 
references. Most of this material may be found in any standard text on the topic, 
such as in Dellacherie and Meyer (1980), Jacod (1979), or Ikeda and Watanabe 
(1981). 
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A special notational convention in this paper is to write l{ *} for the indicator 
function of the set or event within brackets. The symbol 0 means composition of 
mappings, and a combination of the form &’ means the image of the measure p 
under the mappingf: We shall often write Lebesgue integrals as JJ; without integrator. 
Ordinary or stochastic integrals j V dX without explicit limits of integration are 
usually meant to be taken over the entire time scale R,. The corresponding integral 
processes will often be written as V. X. Whenever possible, we shall choose right- 
continuous versions with left-hand limits of all martingales and stochastic integral 
processes. 
2. Predictable reductions 
Our main purpose in this section is to discuss some extensions of the predictable 
reduction theorems in Kallenberg (1988, 1990). To avoid the inevitable complexity 
of a general reduction theorem for semimartingales, we shall confine our formal 
treatment to the special contexts of marked point processes and purely discontinuous 
martingales. Some potentials for further combinations and extensions will then be 
indicated through remarks at the end of the section. Though much of our discussion 
is taylored to fit the needs of subsequent sections, our results might also be of some 
independent interest. Thus, in particular, Theorem 2.1 exhibits some rather close 
links between exchangeability theory and random time change. 
To state the first formal result, we recall that a marked point process in some 
Polish space K is a locally finite random counting measure 5 on (0, ~0) x K with 
t({ t} x K) s 1 for all f, and such that the step process c,(B) = .$( 0, t] x B) is adapted 
to the underlying filtration 9= (5,) for every bounded Bore1 set B in K. Assuming 
9 to satisfy the usual conditions of right-continuity and completeness, there exists 
an a.s. unique random measure [ on R, x K, called the compensator of [, such that 
the process i,(B) = $([O, t] x B) is the compensator of t,(B) in the usual sense for 
every bounded B. Note that 5 is quasi-leftcontinuous iff i,(B) is a.s. continuous for 
every B. 
We shall consider predictable reductions to both Poisson and sample processes. 
In the latter case, the basic point process 5 is assumed to have a fixed finite number 
Of ‘points’ (71, K,), . . , (T,,, K,,) in (0,~) x K, labeled such that 7, < . . . < T,,. Starting 
from the compensator i of [, which is clearly finite in this case, we define the 
random measures r] and 5 on R, x K by 
v(dt dx) = ‘Ipi?), l(dt dx) = n e-*1 v(dt dx), 
I 
(2.1) 
where 
fr =5,(K), %=~,(K)=v([O,tlxK), (2.2) 
and where 7 is understood to be zero on [T,,, co) x K. When 5 is quasi-leftcontinuous 
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we have [(R, x K) < n a.s., since by a change of variables, 
d+j, = 1 -exp(-VT,,) < 1. 
Conforming with the terminology in Kallenberg (1990) for n = 1, we shall refer to 
5 in this case as the discounted compensator of 5. 
Given a measurable space (S, Y), we shall write S” for the augmentation S u {a}, 
where a is any external point. The a-field in S” is understood to be the one generated 
by Y. 
Theorem 2.1. Fix a Polish space K and a o-jinite measure space (S, Y, t.~), let 5 be a 
quasi-leftcontinuous marked point process in K, and let T be a predictable mapping of 
R, x K into S”. 
(a) If iT_’ = t.~ a.s. on S, then the random measure [T-’ is Poisson on S with 
intensity CL. 
(b) If instead .$(R+ x K) = [T-‘S = &3 = n a.s., and if the discounted compensator 
&’ of .$ satisjes lT_’ G t_~ a.s., then .$T-’ LS a sample process on S with intensity t_~. 
Part (a) is quoted from Theorem 2.1 in Kallenberg (1990) and is restated here 
only to facilitate future references and for comparison with (b). The latter part is 
new and may be regarded as a simultaneous extension or Theorem 5.1 in Kallenberg 
(1988), where 5 is non-random up to r,,, and of Theorem 4.3 in Kallenberg (1990), 
where n = 1. (Note, however, that no quasi-leftcontinuity is assumed in the latter 
paper.) We may thus consider the two parts of the theorem as extensions of results 
for exchangeable processes on R, and [0, 11, respectively, and at the same time as 
two different extensions of the classical time change result of Papangelou and Meyer. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(b). Extending the original probability space, if necessary, we 
may introduce a random permutation v = (r,, . . , rTT,) of the vector (1,. . . , n), 
such that rr is independent of J?F. We define 
( ~,xL)=(~,~,x,~), k=l,...,n, 
and let 3 denote the filtration generated by 9 and by the pairs (T{, x:), . . . , (T:, , XL). 
Thus, in addition to 9, 2 9, for all t, we require that 
IT;; G t, x; E B} E %,, ta0, BE%(K), 
where %3(K) denotes the Bore1 m-field in K. Equivalently, we may introduce the 
inverse permutation n’ = (r:, . . . , T’,) of V, form the marked point process 5’ with 
‘points’ (7, , xl, d), . . . , CT,,, x,, n-L), and require that 5’ be adapted to 9. 
Using the symmetry of r or v’, it is easy to verify for each k E (1, . . . , n} that the 
%-compensator of (T;, XL) agrees with n on the set [0, ok] x K. Hence the discounted 
compensator of (T;, XL) equals c/n on the same set, and since (c/n) T-’ s p/n a.s. 
by hypothesis, it follows by Theorem 4.3 in Kallenberg (1990) that the random 
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elements crk = T( 7;) XL) in S have distribution p/n. It remains to note that (T, , . . . , (T, 
are independent, by a remark preceding Theorem 4.5 in Kallenberg (1990). (See 
also the remarks at the end of this section.) q 
To state our next result, we define for each semimartingale X 
point process .$ as the marked point process in R\{O}, given by 
.C([O, t] x B) = c l{dX, E B}, t 30, BE B(R\{O}). 
SC, 
the associated jump 
(2.3) 
We shall further say that a set of local martingales M’, . . , M* are strongly 
orthogonal, if the covariation processes [M’, M’] vanish for all i #j. Given a process 
X with independent increments, we shall say that X is centered if EX, = 0 for all 
ta0 and regular if X0 and all increments X,-X, are infinitely divisible. Under 
those conditions, the finite-dimensional distributions of X are determined by the 
L&y measure v on R, x (R\{O}), which is such that X, has Levy measure v([O, t] X .) 
for all t 20. If X is further assumed to be continuous in probability, then the 
associated jump point process 5 is clearly Poisson with intensity v. 
Theorem 2.2. Consider any strongly orthogonal, quasi-left-continuous and pureZy dis- 
continuous local martingales M’, . . , M“ with associated jump point processes 
f, . . . , f’, let the processes V’, . . . , Vd in R and T’, . . , T“ in [0, CU)] be predictable, 
and de$ne 
W;Y=(T:,xV;), ts0, XER, k=l,..., d. (2.4) 
Assume that the measure v =I i”( W“))’ on R, x (R\{O}) is a.s. non-random with 
11 
,; (x’A(x()v(dsdx)<co, t 3 0. (2.5) 
Then the process 
(2.6) 
is a centered and regular, purely discontinuous process with independent increments 
and Levy measure v. 
Proof. Let us first assume that T’ = . . . = T” = 0. For convenience, we define in this 
case W& _= XV,“, so that v becomes a measure on R\(O) satisfying 
I (x'~lxl)v(dx)ccco. (2.7) 
Even n = 1 [“( W’))’ is then defined on R\(O), and it follows from Theorem 2.1(a) 
that 7 is Poisson with intensity v. The process X reduces in the present case to a 
random variable, given by the value at a3 of the process 
V: dM;, tz0. (2.8) 
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Using Proposition 2.56 in Jacod (1979), and writing 
EC ((xv;)' A IxV;1)[“(ds dx) = E (x’ A lxl)n(dx) 
k 
= (x*~Ixl)v(dx)<~o, I 
it is clear that N exists as a uniformly integrable martingale. 
For each F > 0, we next define the process 
N;= ; I’ xv~l{lxv~l>F}(5/‘-~)(dsdx), r~0, A=I 0 (2.9) 
and note that N’ is a purely discontinuous martingale of integrable variation, and 
that the jumps of N’ are precisely those in N of size > F. Hence N - N’ is a purely 
discontinuous L*-bounded martingale containing all remaining jumps, and we get 
E(N,-N:)‘= E[N-N’], 
’ =EC (xvf’)21{lxV:I c E}[‘(dS dx) = x’v(dx). 
h mc 
Here the right-hand side tends to zero as F + 0, by (2.7) and dominated convergence, 
which means that NL+ X in L’. 
By the definitions of v and n, it is clear from (2.9) that 
N:= 
I 
x( q - v)(dx), E > 0. 
IYI -+ 
As E + 0, this converges in L’ to the Wiener-type integral 
Y = -4~ - v)(dx), 
so we get X = y as. To complete the proof in the present case, it remains to notice 
that y is infinitely divisible with mean zero, with Levy measure v, and with vanishing 
Gaussian component. 
Proceeding to the general case, we note as before that the stochastic integrals in 
(2.6) exist. By the Cramer-Wold theorem, it suffices to prove for any n E N, 
a , , . . , a, E R and t,, . . , t, E R, with t, <. . . < t, that 
(2.10) 
where X’ is a process with the stated properties. Writing b,, = a,, +. . . + a,, and 
introducing the intervals 
1, = 10, t,l, 12 = (fl, tzl, . . . , 1, = (h-l, &I, 
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we get by (2.6), 
207 
V:l{ 7-f c r,} dMf: 
where pk is the integrand in the second expression for &‘. Here the right-hand side 
is of the form (2.6) with vanishing processes T’, . . . , Td. Hence (2.10) will follow 
from the first part of the proof, if we can only show that V =C p( @‘))’ reduces 
to the Levy measure of l’, where @I:, = xP:. To see this, we fix BE %(R\{O}) and 
write 
=i;, u{(t,y);ybiEB,tEZ,}= i v(Z,xb;‘B), 
,‘I 
where O-‘B = 0 by definition. 0 
We shall now indicate through a sequence of general remarks how the preceding 
theorems and some similar propositions in Kallenberg (1988, 1989, 1990) may be 
combined and augmented in various ways to yield new results. The possibilities 
being unlimited, we can only hope to explain some general principles and ideas. 
Numerous applications will occur in the next two sections. 
Remark 2.1. Our first aim is to explain how independence arises naturally, as in 
Knight’s theorem, when processes defined on a common filtered probability space 
are reduced individually, through predictable transformations, to their respective 
standard forms. In case of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 above, it is necessary to go back 
to the underlying reduction Theorems 2.1 and 4.3 in Kallenberg (1990), and note 
that in both cases the distribution is identified by computation of the expected value 
at infinity of some uniformly integrable martingale. Similar arguments were used 
in other cases. 
In such a situation, if we want to prove independence of a number of image 
processes, it is natural to form the product M of the associated martingales 
M’, . . . , M”, and try to show that even M is a uniformly integrable martingale. In 
fact, the asserted independence will then follow from the identity EM,= EM,. 
Uniform integrability is usually immediate, since the component processes are 
typically bounded. The desired martingale property will then follow, if we can show 
that M’, . . . , M” are strongly orthogonal, in the sense explained earlier. But this 
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will normally follow from a suitable orthogonality condition imposed on the original 
processes. 
Through this device we may, e.g., combine parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.1 with 
each other or with the Gaussian part of Theorem 2.1 in Kallenberg (1990). We may 
further combine Theorem 2.1(b) with itself to obtain reductions of mutually 
orthogonal marked point processes to independent sample processes, based on 
possibly different intensity measures. (In this context, orthogondity means that 
‘points’ of different processes may never occur at the same time.) In particular, it 
is interesting to see how the present approach yields new and more direct proofs 
of the predictable invariance Theorem 5.1 in Kallenberg (1988) and of its multivariate 
version in Proposition 6.1 of Kallenberg (1989). 
Remark 2.2. A related but much simpler way for independence to arise is via the 
independent increment property of a Poisson process. Thus if .$ is a Poisson random 
measure on some measurable space (S, Y), and if x, , x, , . . . are measurable functions 
of 5, depending only on the restrictions of 5 to some disjoint sets B, , B,, . . E 9, 
then the xh are clearly independent. Though trivial in this abstract setting, the 
statement may often lead to less obvious or even surprising conclusions in 
applications. 
For example, assume that X’, X’, . are processes with independent increments, 
arising as in Theorem 2.2 via predictable transformations of some purely discon- 
tinuous martingales M’, M’, . . . . As an intermediate step, we may then construct 
a sequence of Poisson processes n,, v2,. . . , such that X: is a measurable function 
of nk for each k and t. If the Xk have no fixed discontinuities, then the 7)k may be 
chosen to be the associate jump point processes, but in general they may not even 
be constructable from the X”. Now the nL may often be combined into a master 
process n, obtainable as in Theorem 2.1(a) through a single predictable mapping. 
Then n is Poisson, so the nr must be independent, and the same thing is then true 
for the image processes Xk. This kind of reasoning will be applied repeatedly in 
Section 4. 
Remark 2.3. Those and other independence assertions may often be strengthened 
to some form of conditional independence. More generally, predictable reduction 
theorems such as Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 above may often be restated in a conditional 
form involving the underlying filtration. This corresponds to the modern way of 
stating the classical time change reductions of continuous local martingales and 
quasi-leftcontinuous simple point processes in a form involving the time-changed 
filtration (cf. Jacod, 1979, p. 325). 
For a simple example in the context of Theorem 2.1(a), consider a stopping time 
r and an associated set B E 9, such that 
,. 
~{(~,x)E[O,T]XK; T,,,eB}=O a.s. 
Here the statement about the image process n = .$T-’ remains conditionally true on 
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B, given the c-field ST,, so the restriction of n to B is in fact independent of g7. 
Similar but more sophisticated examples may be obtained as extensions of Theorem 
2.2. In the same spirit we may also extend Knight’s theorem, as follows. Let M’, 
M’, . . be strongly orthogonal continuous local martingales with MA = 0 and 
[M”], = ~0, and let the Brownian motions B” be such that MA = Bk 0 [MA] a.s. Fix 
a finite stopping time 7, and define CT,_ = [M ‘IT. Then the processes 
x:=B”(a,+t)-B“(ak), rzo, 
are again independent Brownian motions, which are also independent of Y7. Proofs 
of those and similar statements are easily obtained, if we combine the usual 
martingale approach with Doob’s optional sampling theorem. Some interesting 
applications will be seen in Section 4. 
Remark 2.4. We conclude with a remark about randomizations. Recall that a 
standard way of proving the classical time change theorem for continuous local 
martingales is through the explicit construction 
B, = M 0 r,, where~,=inf{S>O;[M],>t}, ta0, (2.11) 
a procedure which works only when [M] is a.s. unbounded. In the general case it 
is necessary to construct the path of B after [MIX by some randomization, e.g., as 
in Ikeda and Watanabe (1981, pp. 91ff). The same device applies to the classical 
Poisson reduction theorem, when the compensator of the original point process is 
finite. 
We shall indicate an alternative method of randomization, which seems to be 
more generally applicable. The idea is to make a trunsjinite extension of the time 
scale, by adding a copy rW> of iw, endowed with the same linear order, and extending 
the linear order to 2[w+ =[w+ulw: by letting t < t’ if TV [w, and t’~iR:. On rW> we 
may now introduce any auxiliary process X’ independent of 9 (which may require 
an extension of the original probability space), and define a filtration 9’= (9;) on 
rW> by taking 3”: = o{9=; X:, s s t}. The basic notions and results of stochastic 
calculus may now be extended in an obvious way to 21w+, and in particular, all the 
previously mentioned reduction theorems extend immediately to the new setting. 
To illustrate our method, let us return to the case of a continuous local martingale 
M with MO = 0, but with possibly finite quadratic variation [Ml,. Here we take 
X’= B’ to be a standard Brownian motion on rW: independent of 5, and define a 
filtration 9’ of 58: as above. Then (t -[Ml,)+ is trivially an s’-stopping time for 
every t 2 0, so for (7,) given by (2.1 l), it is clear by a transfinite extension of Theorem 
2.1 in Kallenberg (1990) that the process 
B,=Mo~,tB’o(t-[Ml,)+, t>O, (2.12) 
is a standard Brownian motion. Note in particular that (2.12) implies the a.s. 
representation M = B 0 [Ml. By combination with the previous remark, it is further 
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seen that, for any finite stopping time 7, the process 
is again a Brownian motion independent of ST,. 
A similar argument applies to other reduction theorems, such as Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 above, and yields immediate extensions by randomization to cases of possibly 
finite intrinsic time scales. We will see many uses of transfinite extension throughout 
the next two sections. 
3. Integrability criteria 
This section is preliminary to the next, and gives necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of stochastic integrals with respect to stable Levy processes. Already 
in the proofs of those results, the predictable reduction theorems of Section 2 will 
play a key role. 
As before, we assume all processes to be defined on some filtered probability 
space, where the filtration 5 satisfies the usual conditions of right-continuity and 
completeness. All Levy processes are assumed to be Markov with respect to 9. In 
particular they are then semimartingales, and for any such process X, we shall write 
L(X) for the class of real-valued predictable processes V which are locally integrable 
with respect to X, i.e. such that the stochastic integral process V. X = 5 V dX exists. 
We shall further write L(X) for the subclass of globally X-integrable processes V. 
Thus a process Vr L(X) belongs to L(X), iff the integral process V. X can be 
extended to a semimartingale on [0, 001. The class of measurable functions f: [w, + [w 
such that If] logIf] E I!,’ will be denoted by [I!,‘. 
Theorem 3.1. Consider twoprocesses X and V, such that X is L&y while Vispredictable. 
Then 
(a) for X strictly p-stable, VE L(X) iff VE L* U.S.; 
(b) for X weakly p-stable with p # 1, V E L(X) iff V E L’ n L” a..~.; 
(c) for X weakly l-stable, VE L(X) if VE L’ n (L’ U.S. 
It should be noted that criteria for local integrability are implicit in these state- 
ments, since VE L(X) iff Vl,,‘,,, E L(X) for every finite t > 0. Thus if X is strictly 
p-stable, then V E L(X) iff V E Lf’, a.s., while if X is weakly p-stable, then V E L(X) 
iff VE L&P a.s. when p # 1 and itT VE f!L&, as. when p = 1. Here L&, and [L,‘,, 
denote the classes of functions f: [w, + [w which lie locally in Lp or /L’, respectively, 
i.e. such that fl,(,,,, E Lp or (L’ for every finite t > 0. 
The sufficiency of the local integrability criteria in the strictly stable case was first 
noted in Kallenberg (1975), and for X symmetric, Rosinski and Woyczynski (1986) 
proved that the same conditions are also necessary. Here we shall use the method 
of random time change to prove all statements from the beginning. Our proofs will 
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be based on two simple lemmas which will also be needed later. Recall that v,’ 
denotes the measure on Iw, with Lebesgue density x-‘~‘, and write L$T for the class 
of non-negative functions in L”. 
Lemma 3.2. Fix a p > 0, put v = v,‘, and let f E LI;. Dejine 
F,= 
I 
‘f:ds, g,,,.=(F,,xf;), t, x20. 
0 
Then 
(A x v)g_’ = A x v on [0, F,] x (0, a). 
Proof. It is enough to show that the two measures agree for every rectangle [O, a] X 
[b, 00) with a E [0, F=_] and b > 0. We then define c = inf{ t 2 0; F, > a}, and note that 
F, d a iff t< c. Hence, by Fubini’s theorem, 
(A x v)g-‘([O, a] x [b, ~0)) = (A x v){(t, x) E IO, cl x R, ; xf; 2 bJ 
1(xX 2 b}xPP ’ dx 
= (A x v)([O, al x Lb, 00)). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Let the processes X’, X2, . . . be equally distributed, non-decreasing and 
right-continuous, such that a.s. X: -+ ~0 as t + 00, while Xy = 0 ifs t = 0, and consider 
any R+-valued random variables rl , r2, . . . Then 
(a) 7, 5 0 iffX” 0 T~ 5 0; 
(b) the sequences (T,,) and (X” 0 T,,) are simultaneously tight. 
Proof. For n E N and r, t > 0, we write 
P{7-,3t}SP{XY<r}+P{7, 2 j,X~~r}~P{X~<r}+P{X”~~~~r} 
and 
~{X”~~,~r}aP{7,>t}+P{~~~tt,Xn~7,~r}~P{7,~t}+P{X~~r~. 
The desired implications follow from these relations, if we take limsup over n, and 
notethatP{X:sr}+Oas t+Oorr+co,whileP{X:<r}+Oasr+Oorj+~. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The case p = 2 being classical, we may assume that p < 2. As 
in (1.6), we may write the Levy measure of X as v = c+vl+ c_ v,, , where v,’ and vi 
are supported by [w, and Iw_, respectively, with Lebesgue density IxIPpP’. Use 5 to 
denote the jump point process of X, i.e. the random measure on [w+ x @\{O}) given 
by 
[([O, t] x B) = C l{AX, E B}, t 20, BE 93(R\{O}), (3.1) 
F-I 
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and recall that 5 is Poisson with intensity i= A x I’. Introduce the predictable 
processes 
T, = 
i’ 
/ V,l” ds, w,,, = (T,, IxKI), tzo, XER. (3.2) 
0 
Put v’=(c++c_)v;. 
First we show that, if VE c(X) with X strictly or weakly p-stable, then VE Lp 
as. We then put V: = 1 V,l A n for each n E N, and let T” and W” be such as in (3.2), 
but based on V” instead of V By Lemma 3.2, 
{(W’7)m’=(hxv)(W”)-‘=A~v’ on[O,T:]x(O,oo), 
so by Theorem 2.1 combined with the argument of transfinite extension, as explained 
in the same section, we conclude that .$( W”-’ agrees on the same set with a Poisson 
random measure 7” with intensity A x v’. Now define the processes 
x%j”(d.s dx), t 2 0, n EN, 
and note that the Y” are equally distributed (ip)-stable subordinators. Write 
[V.X],~[V”.X],= 
II 
(xV:)‘c(ds dx) 
= 
11 
x’l{s~ T”}n”(ds dx) = Y” 0 T;. 
If V E L(X), then the left-hand side is a.s. finite, so the sequence on the right is 
tight, and it follows by Lemma 3.3 that even the sequence (T!J) is tight. But this 
implies VE L” a.s., since by monotone convergence 
Next assume that X is strictly p-stable with p # 1, while VE L” a.s. To see that 
VE L(X), we note as before that [W-’ agrees on the set [0, T,] x (0, ~0) with a 
Poisson random measure n with intensity A x v’. If p < 1, we define 
xn(dS dx), t 2 0, 
and note that Y is a p-stable subordinator. Moreover, 
j- I VI ldXl= [j- lxV,lS(ds dx) = j-1 xl{s~ T,}v(ds dx) 
=yoT,~yo I (VIP<co a.s., 
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so j V dX exists in this case as an ordinary Stieltjes integral. If instead p > 1, we get 
II 
(lxV,l A (xV,)*)t(ds dx) = 
II 
(x A x*)l{s~ T,}(h x v’)(ds dx) 
=I ,vy drj (,x,Ax+(dx)<oo, 
so the process 
’ ~~,(Iv,AX,I~(v,AX.~)*)= JJ (lxv,I A (xV,)‘Mds dx) 0
is locally integrable, and since X is in this case a purely discontinuous martingale, 
it follows by Proposition 2.56 in Jacod (1979) that VE L(X). This completes the 
proof of (a) when p # 1. 
Now assume that X is weakly p-stable with p # 1. To prove (b), it remains to 
show that, whenever VE Lp a.s., the conditions VE L(X) and VE L’ a.s. are 
equivalent. But this is clear from the fact that, for a suitable constant c f 0, the 
process X, - ct = Xi is strictly p-stable, whence VE L(X’) by (a). 
It remains to consider the case when p = 1. By the first part of the proof, we may 
assume that VE L’ a.s. Then the integrability of V is independent of the centering 
of X, so we may assume that X = M + J, where 
Jr= C AX,l{~AX,~>l}, r~0, 
I- I 
while M is a purely discontinuous martingale containing all jumps in X of size G 1. 
We shall further introduce the step processes I 
A,= C AM,l{~V,AM,(>l}= 
\--I JJ xl{(xV,( > l}[(ds dx), 0 
B,= C v,~~,l~lv,~~,l~~<l~~,I~ 
\ -- I 
= J’J xV,l{jxV,I c 1 < ]xl}t(d.s dx), 0 
and note that both have locally finite sets of jump times, the former since for n as 
above, 
C l{AA,, fO}= ’ JJ l{(xVY,l > l}..$(ds dx) 5 n([O, T,] x (1,~)) <a a.s. 7-r 0 
Since the jumps of A and B are further bounded by 1, both processes are locally 
integrable, so the compensators A and B exist and are finite. In fact, 
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while 
x~,l{jxV,I s 1~ Ix]}i(ds dx) = 1; li.d~Ixl{l<lxl~~}u(dx) 
V~d~111~<x~~}~=-(c+-c-)~~ V,log(,V,]/\l)ds. 
Let us finally put N = M -(A -a), and note that N is again a local martingale (in 
fact a martingale). 
First we note that VE L(N), by writing 
C (V,AN,)‘< ’ 
55, 51 
W’J*lW’~I s lk(ds dx), 
0
and noting that the right-hand side is locally integrable on [0, co], since 
’ 
Is 
(xV,)zl{]xV,j 4 l}i(ds dx) = 
II 
x*l{s c T,, x s l}(h x v’)(ds dx) 
0 
I 
1 
= T, x2V(dx) < 
-1 I I 
’ IV,1 ds x*u(dx). (3.3) 
-1 
Since trivially VE L(J) n L(A), we conclude that VE L(X) iff VE L(A). This holds 1 
automatically when X is strictly stable, since in that case c, = c_, so that A = 0. 
When X is only weakly stable, the condition VE L(a) becomes instead 
1 
f 
]V,]log(/V,(vl)ds<co a.s., ta0, 
0 
which is clearly equivalent to V E t?L~,, a.s. Thus the latter condition may henceforth 
be assumed, unless c+ = c_. 
We have already seen that VE L(N), and the same argument involving (3.3) 
shows that even B - 6 extends to a local martingale on [0, a]. We may further note 
that 
ld VdA+I: S%, 
VdJ-B,= C V,AX,l{IV,AX.~/>l} 
= 
1’1 
xV,l{lxV,l> LMds dx), 
0 
which has total variation 
II 
~xV,]l{]xV,]> l}[(ds dx) = 
II 
xl{s~ T,,x> l}n(dsdx)<oo as. 
Thus all those processes extend to semimartingales on [0, a], so it remains to 
consider the difference process 
D=V.X-WV-(B-i)-VA-(W-B)=-hi+& 
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which is equal to 
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J 
I 
D,=-(c+-c-) I’, log1 V,( ds, t 2 0, 
0 
and conclude that VE L(X) iff D has as. bounded variation. Now D = 0 when X 
is strictly stable, so in that case VE L(X) iff VE L’ a.s., as asserted in (a). If X is 
instead weakly stable, the condition becomes VE [L’ a.s., as asserted in (c). 0 
4. Time change representations 
Our present aim is to show how the results of the previous sections can be used to 
derive a variety of random time change representations for stochastic integrals with 
respect to stable LCvy processes. The possibilities for variation and amendment are 
in fact unlimited, as will become apparent from subsequent remarks and proofs, so 
all we can do here is to present a handful of examples illustrating the methods and 
some underlying principles. Some applications of the representation theorems will 
be discussed at the end of the section. 
Our main results are summarized in the next two theorems. As before, L(X) 
denotes the class of predictable processes that are locally integrable with respect to 
X. Further recall that ZJ,’ and Y; denote the measures on R, and K, respectively, 
with density Jxj~“-‘. Note that existence of a process should always be understood 
in the weak sense. Thus the original probability space may have to be suitably 
extended, in order to accommodate the new processes. 
Theorem 4.1. Forp # 1 or 2, let X be a strictlyp-stable Le’vyprocess with L&y measure 
v=c+v;+c_v,, and let VE L(X). Then 
(a) there exist some independent processes X’, X” z X, such that a.s. 
J 
I 
VdX=X’o J,’ v:--x’,o i,: vr, tzo; (4.1) 
0
(b) there exist some independent strictly stable L&y processes Y’ and Y” with L&y 
measure vi, such that a.s. 
J 
f 
0 J 
f 
VdX = Y’o (c+v:+c_v!)- Y”. 
0 J r(c+vr+c_v:), t*O; (4.2) 0
(c) ifc, 2 c_, there exist some independent strictly stable L&y processes Z’ and Z” 
with L&y measure (c, - c-) v,’ and Z with L&y measure c_( v,‘+ vi), such that U.S. 
J 
t 
VdX=Zo ‘Ivl”+z’ tso. (4.3) 
0 J 0 0 I,: v:-z//o Jo’ vp, 
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Theorem 4.2. Let X be a 1 -stable L&y process with L&y measure c, v: + c-v;, and 
let V E L(X). Then there exist some independent processes X’, X” 2 X, such that a.s. 
I 
I 
VdX=X’o 
0 
I,: v+-x,,O I,’ v_-(c+-c_) I,’ Vlog(V,, tso. (4.4) 
Note that Theorems 4.1(a) and 4.2 contain the statement in the introduction for 
strictly p-stable X and positive V, while both (b) and (c) of Theorem 4.1 contain 
the result of Rosinski and Woyczynski (1986) for symmetric p-stable X with p # 1. 
The corresponding statement for p = 1 can be read off from Theorem 4.2 by means 
of Theorem 2.2. 
The asserted independence properties in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 can be strengthened 
in the spirit of Remark 2.3. Let us then define 
I I 
T;= 
i 
V;, T:= V”, t>O, 
I 
(4.5) 
0 0 
and let 8,, t 3 0, denote the space-time shift operators on functions f: [w, + [w, given 
by 
(&of),=&-“&, .s, ts0. (4.6) 
Then the processes X’ and X” in Theorem 4.1(a) or 4.2 may be chosen such that, 
for any finite stopping time r on the original time scale, the a-field F? and the two 
shifted processes HT,0T 0X’ and 13~,,.~ 0 X” are mutually independent, the latter with 
the same distribution as X. Similar statements hold for the processes Y’ and Y” in 
part (b) and for Z, Z’ and Z” in part (c) of Theorem 4.1. 
Let us now specialize Theorem 4.1 to the cases when either V is positive or X is 
symmetric, and assume for simplicity that j (V( p = ~0 a.s. Then the quantities 
.iinf(,-o;I:,V,f>t}, tz0, (4.7) 
are finite stopping times, and it follows from the previous remark that the process 
X’ in (a) or Z in (c) is a Levy process with respect to the time changed filtration 
9, = ST,, t 2 0. (This is in fact the form of the time change theorem proved by 
Rosinski and Woyczynski (1986) in the symmetric case.) Note that in both cases 
the time-changed process is given by X 0 T. The stated result extends immediately 
to the context of weakly stable processes. 
A final remark concerns the possibility of multivariate extensions. From the general 
remarks in Section 2 it is clear that, if X’, X’, . . . are stable Levy processes such 
that the associated covariation processes [Xi, X’] vanish for i #j, and if V’, V*, . . . 
are arbitrarily dependent predictable processes satisfying V’ E L(X’) for each i, then 
the integral processes s V’ dX’ have time change representations as in Theorems 
4.1 and 4.2, such that all the representing processes X’, X”, Y’, . . are independent. 
We may even choose those processes to be conditionally independent with respect 
to the filtration, in the sense specified in previous remarks. 
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Proceeding with proofs of our main results, we begin with a simple lemma. Recall 
that A denotes Lebesgue measure on [w,. 
Lemma 4.3. Consider a L&y process X and a predictable process V with V = 0 a.e. 
Ax P. Then 5 VdX=O a.s. 
Proof. We may decompose X into a sum M + J + A, where M is an L*-martingale, 
while J is an independent compound Poisson process, and A is a linear drift. Here 
jIVlldAI=Oa.s.b y F b u ini’s theorem, so j V dA = 0 a.s. Similarly, j V’ d(M) = 0 a.s. 
since (M) is linear, so j V dM = 0 a.s. Finally, let J, be the Poisson process of jump 
times of J, and note that 5 1 VI d?, = 0 as. since ?, is linear. Hence j 1 VI dJ, = 0 a.s., 
and then also 1 V dJ = 0 a.s. 0 
Throughout the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we shall use 5 to denote the 
jump point process of X, i.e. the counting random measure on iw, x R\(O)) given by 
[([O, t] x B) = y_ l{dX, E B}, t 2 0, BE sB(R\{0}). (4.8) 
\-I 
Recall that 5 is Poisson with intensity A x v. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. (a) First assume that VZ 0 while J V” = 00, and define 
J 
I 
T,= V: ds, W,, = CT,, xv,), t 2 0, x E R\(O). 
0 
(4.9) 
Then W is predictable, and Lemma 3.2 yields iW_’ = (A x v) W-’ = A x v on Iw, x 
([w\(O)), so by Theorem 2.1 the image random measure 77 = [W-’ is again Poisson 
on the same set with intensity A x v. Thus if p< 1, the process 
I 
x;= 
JJ 
x7 (ds dx) = 
J 
V,l{T,st}dX,, ta0, 
0 
(4.10) 
has the same distribution as X. Note that in this case the last expression in (4.10) 
is an ordinary Stieltjes integral. If instead p > 1, then X is a purely discontinuous 
martingale, and by Theorem 2.2 the right-hand side of (4.10) exists for each t>O 
as a stochastic integral and defines a process X’ with the same finite-dimensional 
distributions as X. In particular, X’ may be chosen to be right-continuous with 
left-hand limits, and we may write X’ e X. 
Now introduce the stopping times 
T, = inf{s 2 0; T, > t}, t 3 0, (4.11) 
and note that T, -S t iff s s 7,. Hence if Y denotes the integral process V. X = J V dX, 
we have 
x:= Yor, a.s., s z 0. (4.12) 
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Here both sides are right-continuous, so the two processes must be indistinguishable, 
and we get a.s. 
X’~T,=Y~TOT,=Y~D,, ts0, (4.13) 
where 
D,=~o T,=inf{u>t; T,>T,}, tS0. (4.14) 
Even the D, are clearly stopping times, so the intervals (t, D,] are predictable, and 
moreover, 
I V~l{r<s~D,}ds=ToD,-T,=O. 
Hence Lemma 4.3 yields 
Yo D,- Y,= V,l{t<s~ D,}dX,=O as., 
so by (4.13), 
X’o T, = Y, as., t SO. (4.15) 
Again both sides are right-continuous, so the processes in (4.15) are indistinguish- 
able, and (4.1) follows. 
Assuming next that i Vf = s VF = ~0, we may obtain (4.1) by applying the preceding 
argument to each of the processes V+ and V_. To see that X’ and X”are independent, 
we note that the two processes are obtainable as measurable functions of some 
Poisson processes 7’ and q”, respectively, constructed as before by means of V+ 
and V_. Now 7’ and 7” may be regarded as restrictions of a single Poisson process 
7 to disjoint sets, and therefore must be independent. Alternatively, following a 
general remark in Section 2, we may argue that 7’ and 7” are independent, since 
their distributions were identified, via Theorem 2.1 in Kallenberg (1990), by means 
of strongly orthogonal martingales. Finally, transfinite extension may be used, as 
explained in Section 2, to extend (4.1) to the case when the integrals j V$ and 5 V!! 
may be finite. 
(b) Here we note as in Section 1 that 
X,=aX{-bX:, ta0, (4.16) 
where a = CL’, and b = c’l”, while X’ and X” are independent and strictly stable 
LCvy processes with LCvy measure v;. We may then write 
1; VdX=o[<; V+dX’+bJ1: V_ax,{,: V_ dX’-b/C: V+dX” 
= ‘(nV++bV_)dz’- 
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J 
, 
J 
I 
g;= l{V,aO}dX:+ I{V,<O}dX:‘, 
0 0 
I1 I 
, 
X:,= I{V,<O}dX:+ l{V,~O}dX~. 
0 0 
By Theorem 2.1 or 2.2, the latter processes have the same distribution as X’ and 
X”, and by a previous argument they must even be independent. Proceeding as in 
case of (a), we may then write 
I 
‘(nV,+bV_)d?= Y’o ‘(av,+l~V-)~= Y’o 
0 j 
‘(c+V$‘+cd!), 
0 I 0 
I 
I 
(aV_+bV+) dX”= Y”o ‘(aV_+bV+)“= Y”O ‘(c+v”+c_v~), 
0 I 0 I 0 
where Y’ and Y” are independent with the same distribution as 2’ and 2”. 
(c) Writing 
~=C_(V;+Vp)+(C+-C_)V;=V’+YU, (4.17) 
it is clear that X 2 X’+X”, where X’ and X” are independent and strictly stable 
Levy processes with Levy measures 1/’ and Y”, respectively. We may even construct 
X’ and X” on an extension of the original probability space, such that X = X’+ X” 
a.s., and such that all three processes become Levy with respect to a suitable extension 
C4 of 9. 
To see this, we take 5” to be an independent homogeneous thinning of 5 on 
R, x (0, 00) with parameter 1 - C/C+, and put [’ = 5 - 5”. Thus [’ is formed from 6 
by deleting the unit atoms in R, x (0,~) independently with the same probability 
1 -c/c+, where the required randomizations are assumed to be independent of 9. 
Then 5’ and 5” are independent Poisson processes with intensities h x Y’ and A x v”, 
respectively, and we may construct X’ and X” as the as. unique strictly stable Levy 
processes with jump point processes 5’ and 5”. Then clearly X = X’+X” a.s., and 
if 9 is the smallest extension of .9 that makes X’ and X” adapted, then X, X’ and 
X” are seen to be 9-L&y. Note also that, since our extension of filtration preserves 
martingales, it will also preserve stochastic integrals. Thus the integral process 
V. X = 5 V dX is the same under both 9 and 9. 
Applying (a) to j V dX” and (b) to I V dX’, we may now write 
Jo vdx=j; vdx’+I,: vdX..=zoJ~‘,Vn+Z.a j: v”-ztfoJ; VP, 
where Z 2 X’ while Z’, Z” 2 X”, and where the latter two processes are independent. 
In fact, the independence of X’ and X” implies, via the usual arguments, that all 
three processes Z, Z’ and Z” are mutally independent. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. By the proof of Theorem 3.1(c), we may write 
I,: VdX=J”’ VdN+B,-&+J,-(c+-cm) J ’ “,logl”,Ids, 0 
where I 
B, = JJ xI’,l{lxk’,J s 1 < ]x]}[(ds dx), f 2 0, 0 
while I 
J, = JJ xV,l{]xV,] > l}[(ds dx), t 2 0, 0 
and where N denotes the purely discontinuous martingale with jump point process 
equaling the restriction of 5 to the set {Ix] v IxV,l s l}. It thus remains to show that, 
a.s., 
J 
I 
VdN+B,-&+J,=X’o [; v+-xl!. J<,’ v-, tso, (4.18) 
0 
for some X’ and X” as stated. 
By the usual arguments based on our remarks in Section 2, it is enough to prove 
(4.18) when VaO while J V=CO. In that case, let T and W be such as in (4.9) but 
with p = 1, and write T x I for the mapping (t, x) H (T,, x) on R+x (R\(O)). We 
note that 
J 
I 
M, = VdN+B,-fi,, ta0, 
0
(4.19) 
is another purely discontinuous martingale, and denote its jump point process by 
5. Then f( T x I)-’ = A x v a.s. on R, x [-1, 11. In fact, we get by Lemma 3.2 for any 
t>O and BE~([-l,O)u(O, l]), 
f(TxZ)-‘([O,t]xB)=[({ssO; T,ct}xB) 
,. 
= [{(s, x); T, 5 t, XV, E B} 
= (A x v) W-‘([0, t] x B) 
= (A x v)([O, t] x B) 
It follows by Theorem 2.2 that a suitable version of the process 
Y,= J l{T,st}dM,, tz0, (4.20) 
is centered purely discontinuous Levy with Levy measure equaling v restricted to 
[-1,ll. 
A similar argument based on Theorem 2.1 shows that the process 
Y:= J l{T,st}dJ,, ts0, (4.21) 
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is compound Poisson with Levy measure given by the restriction of v to I&!\[-1, I]. 
Since Y and Y’ are constructable from values of the single Poisson process (W-’ 
in disjoint sets, they must be independent, so even X’ = Y + Y’ is Levy and therefore 
has the same distribution as X. Writing r, = inf{t 3 0; T, > s}, we get from (4.20) 
and (4.21), 
(M+J)~T~=X: a.s., sZ=O, 
which may be converted as before into the formula 
(M+J), = X’o T, a.s., t 20, 
equivalent to (4.18). 0 
We conclude this section with some simple consequences of the preceding 
theorems, and we begin with a continuity theorem characterizing convergence in 
probability of stable stochastic integrals. By linearity it is enough to consider 
continuity at zero. 
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a L&y process and let V’, V2, . . . E L(X). Then 
(a) for X strictly p-stable, ( V” . X)* 5 0 zr 11 V”I[,, -% 0; 
(b) for X weakly p-stable with p Z 1 or 2, ( V” . X)* -% 0 zx 11 V” II,, 5 0 and 
(j v”)* JG 0; 
(c) forxweakly I-stable,(V”~X)*~Oz~()V”II,~Oand (~V”log~V”~)*~O. 
The meticulous reader will notice that nothing is said when X is weakly 2-stable, 
i.e. for a Brownian motion with drift. The rather peculiar reason is that, in this case 
alone, no critieria for the convergence (V”. X) * s 0 exist which are expressible in 
terms of the sequence (V”), as one can easily see from examples. A similar remark 
applies to Proposition 4.5. 
Proof. The sufficiency assertions follow immediately from Theorems 4.1-4.2 and 
Lemma 3.3, and so does the necessity part of (a) when p = 2. Assuming next that 
p < 2, we introduce the mappings 
T;= ‘/V:lPds, 
I 
W;, = (T:, IxV:l), tzo, XER, 
0 
so that each image measure [(Wn)P’ agrees on the set [0, T:] x (0, 00) with some 
Poisson process 7” with intensity (c++ c_)(h x v~). Further define 
Y:=inf{rZO; ~n([O,t]X[r,~))=O}, tz0, nEN/, 
and note that the Y” are equally distributed, non-decreasing and right-continuous 
with Y: = 0 iff t = 0. Moreover, 
2(V”.X)*>(V”AX)*= Y”o T:. 
Thusif(V”~X)*~O,thenI(V”I(~=T~ s 0 by Lemma 3.3. This proves the necessity 
in (a), while that in (b) and (c) follows by Theorems 4.1-4.2 and Lemma 3.3. III 
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To state our final result concisely, we shall say for a function f on R, that fX 
exists, if f, tends to a finite limit as t + 0~. Similarly, when f is locally Lebesgue 
integrable, we shall say that (sf)X exists, if the integral over [0, t] converges as t + ~0. 
Proposition 4.5. Let X be a L&y process and let V E L(X). Then 
(a) for X strictly p-stable, (V’ X), exists a.s. iff VE Lp a..~.; 
(b) .for X weakly p-stable with p f 1 or 2, (V. X), exists as. ifs VE Lp a.s. and 
(5 V)C exists a.s.; 
(c) for X weakly 1 -stable, ( V. X), exists a.s. ifs VE L’ a.s. and (j V logi VI)= 
exists a.s. 
Proof. Here the sufficiency assertions are immediate from Theorems 4.1-4.2. Con- 
versely, assume that (V. X),. exists a.s. Applying Proposition 4.4 to the processes 
V Wl,f? = Vl,,,,] with m < n, we conclude that the sequence of integrals ji 1 VI p is 
Cauchy in probability, which implies that VE L” a.s. This proves the necessity in 
(a), while that in (b) and (c) follows by means of Theorems 4.1-4.2. 0 
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